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« Tomorrow’s game will be played on an extended logistics 
network » 

Olivier Moreau, Director of Research and Innovation, Viapost 

“Connected logistics is the future. Unlike traditional logistics which takes place almost uniquely in a 
warehouse, this new connected logistics approach rests upon, what we call at Viapost, an 
‘expanded’ stock. This also includes stock which is located in supplier or partner warehouses, stock 
which is in transit or in shops which could also be used as locations to prepare and/or send orders. 
Even if warehouse based operations are likely to remain in the majority, we can reasonably 
imagine that by 2020, 20% of all logistics operations will take place outside of the warehouse. This 
is why we have invested heavily in the development of tools to manage this digital complexity which 
affects everybody from traditional retailers to online retailers and market places. The purpose of the 
Direct service is to reconcile outside-of-warehouse logistics with warehouse based logistics in order 
to maintain an identical service level promise for every customer order. Classic WMS solutions are 
not naturally B2C friendly and struggle to manage plugins with small, non-standardised IT systems 
whether with multiple partners, with retail outlets or to online retailers. 
 
 
A global vision of stock 
 
The Viapost service allows stock to be managed flexibly over an expanded network. It is an 
application which is much more flexible than a classic WMS and allows the retailer to manage a 
very high number of orders in the warehouse while managing smaller number (10 to 10 000) from 
other despatch centres such as distributors, shops or suppliers. The application includes both a 
WMS with a global stock view, an order orchestration tool or Director Order Management to 
manage flows from the moment that the customer places his order, according to various criteria 
(customer promise, product availability, type, costs…) and a multi-carrier tracking portal to follow up 
deliveries. The only part that we haven’t redeveloped is stock management as this an area which 
conventional WMS manage very well. The difference is essentially found in the way in which the 
order is operationally managed, the interfaces and the orchestration of orders. We also offer our 
clients intuitive tools for mobile or PC to alert B2C point of sale managers in real time about the 
orders that need to be prepared. They are able to accept the order or not in one click which eases 
the tasks of fulfilment and dispatch.    
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A service on the market mid 2015 
 
Initially the innovation team had already worked on this topic whilst with Orium (particularly 
regarding interfaces with plug and play and the orchestration of orders) before joining the La Poste 
Group. For the rest we started from scratch in order to be sure that our application met the needs of 
this new economy. This represents 2M€ investment over 24 months with a team of twenty people. 
The development in currently being finalised and we have started tests with our client Gamm Vert in 
January. The service should be on the market by mid-2015. For our clients this will be a real 
opportunity to deploy an omni-channel sales strategy”. 
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